Let M be a von Neumann algebra, and N a sub von Neumann algebra of M. We prove that if 4 and $I are n.f.s. weights on N and M respectively, such that oh extends 0~6, then there is a unique n.f.s. operator valued weight T from M to N, such that I/ = 4 0 T. Moreover we generalize the notion of modular automorphism groups associated with conditional expectations to operator valued weights.
In [9] we defined operator valued weights from a von Neumann algebra M to a sub von Neumann algebra N. We refer the reader to [9] for definitions and notation. The sections of this paper are denoted sections 5 and 6, and all references to sections l-4 should be understood as references to [9, sects. l-41. In the following we list the main results of this paper. In [9, sect, 41 we proved, that when T is a n.f.s. operator valued weight from M to N, and $ is a n.f.s. weight on N, then c@' extends q@. The first theorem here proves the converse, namely: THEOREM (5.1). Let M, N be won Neumann algebras N g M, and let 4, # be n.f.s. weights on N and M respectively. If ut"(x) = q+(x) for any x E N, then there exists a unique n.f.s. operator valued weight T such that t,h = # 0 T.
The proof of theorem 5.1 relies on a reduction of the problem to the case, where 4, # are traces on semifinite algebras by using the crossed products R(M, a@) and R(N, o*), which are semifinite (cf. [15] ). From Theorem 5.1 we obtain a simple criterion for semifiniteness of the centralizer of a weight, namely:
THEOREM (5.7). The centralizer M, of a n.f.s. weight q4 on a won Neumann algebra M is semifinite if and only if there exists a u,@-invariant n.f.s. operator valued weight from M to M, .
It should be noted, that there exists a n.f.s. weight 4 on the hyperfinite type II, factor, such that Mb is of type III (cf. [8] ).
The following result is perhaps surprising, since it is in marked contrast to what is valid for conditional expectations. Recall that P(M, N) is the set of all n.f.s. operator valued weights from M to N, N G M. THEOREM (5.9) . P(M, N) f @ -z-P(N', M') # o.
M' and N' are of course the con-mutant of M and N. As a corollary we obtain that there is always a n.f.s. operator valued weight from the algebra B(H) of all bounded operators on a Hilbert space H to a von Neumann algebra N on H. Note that there is a normal conditional expectation from B(H) to N if and only if N is a direct sum of type I factors (cf. [l 11). In the last section (Section 6) we generalize some recent results due to Combes and Delaroche on conditional expectations (cf. [2] ). The modular automorphism group or, T E P(M, N) on NC = N' n M and the cocycle Radon Nikodym derivatives (DT2 : DT& , TI , T, E P(M, N) can be defined exactly as in [2] . THEOREM (6.5) . Let T,, be a fixed element in P(M, N). The map T + (DT : DT,,) is a bijection of P(M, N) onto the set of u T~cocycles in the relative commutant NC.
Not all results from [2] can be generalized to operator valued weights. For instance the restriction map T -T / NC is a bijection of P(M, N) onto P(Nc, Z(N)) if and only if there is a faithful family of conditional expectations from M to N (cf. Theorem 6.6). In general, however, the restriction of T to NC need not to be semifinite. Using Connes' and Takes&i's relative commutant Theorem [5, Chap. II, Theorem 5.11 we show: COROLLARS (6.11). If M = R(N, 19) is the continuous decomposition of a properly infinite von Neumann algebra due to Takesaki [15] , then P(M, N) + o , but there is no normal conditional expectation from M to N (we identifr N with its natural-injection in the crossed product).
CONDITIONS FOR EXISTENCE OF OPERATOR VALUED WEIGHTS
THEOREM 5.1. Let M and N be von Neumann algebras, N C M, and let 4 and 4 be n.f.s. weights on M and N respectively, such that ut*(x) = ut"(x) Vx E N. Then there exists a unique n.f.s. operator valued weight S from M to N such that +==JIos.
For the proof we need some results about crossed products from [15] : Let M be a von Neumann algebra, and + a n.f.s. weight on M. The crossed product R(M, &) is generated by M (or more precisely a subalgebra isomorphic to M) and a one parameter group of unitaries h(t), t E I&' such that u+) = h(t)x h(t)*, x E M.
There is a dual action s --+ B,* of R on R(M, CT"). The automorphisms Osb can be characterized by their action on the generators:
esd(x) = x, x EM, Osm(A(t)) = e-istA(t), t E Ft.
In particular II/I C {y E R(M, 06) ] e,Qy = y Vs E Iw). In fact M is exactly the fixed point algebra under OS*. (1) T is a n.f.s. operator valued weight from R(N, u*) to M.
(2) There is a (unique) n.f.s. trace 7 on R(M, u") such that (D$ 0 T : DT)~ = h(t), t E R. Let TX = Jr Ade, + cop be the spectral resolution of TX, then tYJd(e,) = e,a and 4"(P) = P. Hence e, , p E M (fixed point algebra under Os6), which proves that TX can be regarded as an element of A??, . It is easy to check that T is a normal, faithful operator valued weight from R(M, u") to M. To prove that T is semifinite, we consider T(h(f)*h(f)),wherefis a continuous functionwith compact support, 5w33/3-8 and h(f) = Jr,f(t)h(t)dt. Put &(s) = exp(s2/2n2), n E N, then &(s) 7 1 for n -+ 00 uniformly on compact sets. Put gn(f) = j:; exp(s2/2n2) t+s' ds = (27r)'12n exp(n"t"i2).
Note that g,(t) > 0 and s:a g,(t)dt = 2~. Since by Lebesgues monotone convergence theorem:
TNf)*WN = 2: $ esV(f * *f)) MS) ds .
and II X((f* *flgJll < Ilf* *kflL . Ii g, l!1 < 2~ llfll~, it fdom that II T(v)*w))ll < 277 Ilfllf *
In particular h(f) E n, . Since n, is a right module over M we have
A( E n, , f~ K(R), a E M.
which proves that nr is a-weakly dense in R(M, u"), i.e. T is semifinite.
(2) Let x E R(M, u")+ . Then for any t E IR:
T@(t) A(t)*) = j-; OSb(A(t) .4(t)*) ds = j" OSd(x) ds = TX.
--oc --fl u,"'"T(A(s)) = X(s) = h(t) X(s) h(t)*, s, tElla.
Since &I and h(s) generate R(M, u") it follows that up'(x) = h(t) xX(r)*, x E R(M, u").
Hence by [12, Theorem 7.41 there is a n.f.s. trace T on R(M, c+) such that In [IS] Takesaki proved that R(M, ~6) is semifinite. Note that lemma 5.2 gives a proof of this result without using Hilbert algebra technique. In [lo] we will prove that 4 o T is proportional to the dual weight C$ constructed in [15] .
Proof of Tkeorem 5.1. Assume that M, N, + and 4 satisfy the conditions of the Theorem.
Since otJI Cut* we can regard R(N, a*) as a subalgebra of R(M, u") namely the von Neumann algebra generated by N and the one parameter group x(t) E R(M, 06). Let 0," be the dual action on R(M, ~6). Then It is easy to check that S is a normal operator valued weight from M+ to 3, . Since 7i = 7s o S an d since S preserves cocycle Radon Nikodym derivatives we get using the formula Then there is a unique operator valued weight T E P(M, N) such that 4 = 4 o T for any $J E P(N).
Proof. We choose $,, E P(N). By Th eorem 5.1 there is a unique T E P(M, N) such that do 0 T = 4,. For any $ E P(N) we get by Theorem 4.7 (2) Proof. Assume that M* is semifinite and choose a n.f.s. trace 7 on Mm . Then by Theorem 5.1 there exists a unique T E P(M, MJ such that 4 = 7 0 T. It is easily seen that for any t E R the map S, = T 0 ut$ is also a n.f.s. operator valued weight from M to Md such that 4 = T 0 S, . Hence by lemma 4.8 S, = T. Therefore T is a,'+-invariant.
Conversely, assume that there is a (Sod invariant operator valued weight T E P(M, M,), and let 4 E P(M,). Clearly the weight 4 0 T on M is a,"-in Since CT& is inner, we conclude that M* is semifinite [12, Theorem 7.41.
Remark. It is known that Mb is semifinite for two classes of n.f.s. weights on a von Neumann algebra M, namely for strictly semifinite weights (cf. [ 11) and for integrable weights (cf. [5, Sect. 21 ). In these two cases it is easy to give an explicit formula for a ut*-invariant operator valued weight T E P(M, Mm). If + is strictly semifinite, there is a faithful family of u,Gnvariant normal states on M. Hence by [13] utrn acts weakly almost periodic on the predual of M. Let m be a left invariant mean on the weakly almost periodic functions (cf. In [8] we gave an example of a n.f.s. weight $ on the hyperfinite factor of type II, such that M, is of type III. Using a lemma from [8] we can prove PROPOSITION 5.8. Let R be the hyperjnite factor of type IIm . There exists a sub von Neumann algebra N of R, such that P(R, N) is empty. Hence h is affiliated with A' n R = N. However utm(,) = u,"~'(x) = h'txh-" vx E N.
Thus t --f ut6 is inner, which contradicts that N is of type III. 
3# E P(M') : ut"(y) = Ut*?x4t ,
Proof. Hence by theorem 5.1 there exists S E P(N', M') such that w = 4 o S.
Remark.
We will prove in 96 that P(M, N) and P(N', M') are antiisomorphic in a certain sense.
A combination of Theorem 2.7, corollary 2.10(3) and the above theorem gives: (1) The following four conditions are equivalent:
(i) There exists T E P(M, N), such that T 1 NC is semifinite.
(ii) P(M, N) # 0, and for any T E P(M, N) the restriction T 1 NC is semifinite.
(iii) There is a faithful family of normal bounded operator valued weights from M to N.
(iv) There is a faithful family of normal conditional expectations from M to A'. 
Tl, T, E P(M, N).
LEMMA 6.7. Let M and P be von Neumann algebras, P CM, and let 4 be a n.f.s. weight on M with the properties (a) u,~(P) = P, t E R, (b) 4' = 4 1 P is semiJinite. It is easy to prove the converse implication. (i) => (ii). Let T E P(M, N) be chosen such that T' = T 1 NC is semifinite. and let SE P(M, N) be arbitrary. We shall prove that S 1 NC is semifinite. Since N can be decomposed in the form N = C&N, @Fi where Ni are u-finite and Fi are type I factors (cf. [6, Chap. III, 92 prop. 51) it follows from lemma 6.8(a) that it is enough to treat the case N = N,, @F where NO is ufinite, and F is a type I factor. Let M = MO @F be the corresponding factorization of M.
We have No C MO . Thus by lemma 6.9 (a) and (d) it is sufficient to treat the case where N is u-finite. Let w be a normal faithful functional on N, and let W' be the restriction of w to Z(N). Note that the restriction of w 0 T to N+c is w' o T', which is semifinite. Moreover a,""r(N") = NC for any t E IF& and (Dw 0 S : DW o T)t = (DS : DT)t E NC for any t E Iw. Hence by lemma 6.7 (b) it follows that the restriction of w 0 S to NC is semifinite, or equivalently W' o S' is semifinite. Therefore S' is semifinite by lemma 2.6.
(ii) 3 (iii). Let R E P(M, N). Since T 1 NC is semifinite there exists a net (a&, of operators in nT n NC that converges u-strongly to 1. Put T&) = T(a&z,), xEM+, iEI.
Clearly ( TJisr is a faithful family of bounded operator valued weights from M to N.
(iii) => (iv). Let x,, E M+\(O). We shall show that there exists a normal conditional expectation < from M to N, such that E(XJ # 0. By the assumptions there exists a bounded, normal operator valued weight S,, from M to N, such that S,.lc, # 0. We can assume that S,,( 1) < 1. Choose a maximal family (SJisl , containing S, , of non zero operator valued weights from M to h', such that Si( 1) < 1 for any i E I, and S,(l) h ave pairwise orthogonal supports. E Z(N). Then h < 1 and h is injective. Let h-l = $1" Ade, be th e spectral resolution of h-l. Put K, = sy Xde, + J-z ride, . Then (hJnE~4 is an increasing sequence and I < k, :$ n for any n E N. Put
It is easy to check that E+ is a normal operator valued weight from ilf to N, and that c( 1) = 1. Hence E+ is the positive part of a conditional expectation E. Moreover <(x0) 2 xi., S,(x,) > S,x, . Hence E(x,,) f 0. This proves (iv). Part 2. It follows from condition (ii) that the restriction map T---f T' = T 1 NC maps P(M, N) into P(Nc, Z(N)). We shall prove that ur' = uT. Since N can be decomposed in the form N = xzt, Nj @Fi where Ni are u-finite, and Fi are type I factors, it follows from lemma 6.8 (b) and lemma 6.9 (c) and (e) that it is enough to treat the case where N is u-finite. Let w be a normal faithful functional on N, and let w' be its restriction to Z(N). The restriction of w 1 T to N" is W' 0 T'. Hence by Lemma 6. Remark. Let R be the hyperfinite type II, factor. By [S, lemma 21 there exists an abelian subalgebra A of R, such that the relative cornmutant AC = A' n R is of type III. Since R and A are semifinite, P(R, A) is not empty, and for any T E P(R, z4) we have uT inner (corollary 6.4). Hence in this case uT cannot be equal to the modular automorphism group of some n.f.s. weight on AC. COROLLARY 6.11. Let M = R(N, 0) be the continuous decomposition of a properly injinite z'on Neumann algebra, as a crossed product of a semifinite subalgebra N, and a one parameter group of automorphisms (t7JSEP on N (cf. [15] ). Then P(M, N) f 0, but there is no normal conditional expectation from M to N. which proves that E is faithful. Hence using theorem 6.6 (a) any T E P(M, N) has a semifinite restriction to NC. However, for any x E N+ C N+ we get which contradicts that Td / NC is semifinite.
In [2] it is proved that two normal, faithful conditional expectations pi and Ed have the same modular automorphism group, if and only if there exists a positive selfadjoint operator h afIiliated with Z(Nc) such that l s = I,.
(cf. [2, proposition 4.11 and remark 4.121). It is easy to see that this result can be generalized to operator valued weights, if the solution of the following problem is affirmative. Proof. We have already proved in Section 5 that P(N', M') .x2 a iff P(M, N) # 0. Assume that P(M, N) + i;;.
Let T,, E P(M, N) and let 4 E P(N) and 4 E P(M'). By the proof of Theorem 5.9 there exists a strongly continuous one parameter group of unitaries on H, and an operator valued weight S,, E P(N', A/'), such that
